Genome-wide association study for lactation characteristics, milk yield and age at first calving in a Thai multibreed dairy cattle population
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A B S T R A C T

A genome-wide association study was performed for milk yield per lactation (MY), initial yield (IY), peak yield (PY), persistency (PS) and age at first calving (AFC) in a Thai multibreed dairy cattle population. The dataset contained 1305 first-lactation cows raised on 188 farms located in Central, Northeastern and Southern Thailand. Cows were genotyped with GeneSeek Genomic Profiler low-density bead chips (8810 single nucleotide polymorphism [SNP]; n = 1255) and with high-density bead chips (76,883 SNP; n = 50). The single SNP association analyses utilized 8096 SNPs in common between the low and high density GeneSeek chips. The mixed model contained the fixed effects of contemporary group, fraction of non-Holstein breeds, age at first calving and gene content, and the random effects of animal and residual. Computations were done with the QXPAK.5 software. The number of SNPs associated with MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC at the significant threshold level of $p < 0.00001$ were 75, 102, 145, 74 and 24, respectively. Of the 366 SNP markers significantly associated with the studied traits, 54 (14.75%) were associated with two traits and 312 (85.25%) with only one trait, and all but one of the 54 SNPs associated with two traits affected MY and lactation characteristics. Genetic improvement of Thai dairy cows for lactation characteristics, milk yield and age at first calving could be aided by selecting animals with the SNP markers found to be highly associated with genes influencing these traits.

Copyright © 2017, Kasetsart University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Milk yield is an economically important trait of dairy production systems and it is a source of nutrients for mammals as it contains high-value proteins, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals (Jenness, 1988). Milk yield per lactation (MY) is affected by age at first calving (AFC) and it is associated with lactation characteristics such as initial yield (IY), peak yield (PY) and persistency (PS) (Seangjun et al., 2009). All of these traits have been included in the genetic evaluation of animals in the Thai Holstein (H)-Other (O) multibreed dairy cattle population in Thailand since 2008 (Koonawootrittriron et al., 2008). However, estimated breeding value (EBV) accuracies of animals for these traits have been low because of the small size of the population ($n = 5835$ first-lactation cows in the 2015 genetic evaluation). Inclusion of genotypic information from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers from commercially available low density and medium density chips (for example, GGP-LD and GGP-HD; GeneSeek; Lincoln, NE, USA) may help increase the accuracy of EBV in this population. More importantly, associations between MY, IY, PY, PS, AFC and SNP markers in these chips can be used to identify genes in close proximity to significant SNP markers to help understand their biological effect on these traits. This information will be useful for the design of genotyping chips that include biologically relevant SNP markers. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been used to identify important genomic regions influencing complex traits (Hayes and Goddard, 2010; Meredith et al., 2012), to identify markers that would increase EBV accuracy, and to increase understanding of genetic influences on economically important dairy traits (Pryce et al., 2010). However, most GWAS have involved...
purebred dairy populations. Conversely, most dairy cattle in Thailand (91%) are Holstein crossbreds produced through a grading-up process (Ritsawai et al., 2014). Further, environmental conditions in Thailand differ from other populations because of geography, natural resources, agricultural activity, culture and especially hot and humid weather conditions (Yodklaew et al., 2013). Genetic markers important in other populations may not necessarily be relevant under Thai conditions. Thus, the objectives of this study were: 1) to conduct GWAS to identify SNP markers associated with MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC in a Thai multibreed dairy cattle population using a set of SNP markers in common between the GGP-LD and GGP-HD chips; and 2) to identify genes in the NCBI database that are located nearest to SNP markers found to be significantly associated with these traits.

Materials and methods

Animals, traits and management

Animals in this Thai multibreed dairy cattle population were produced by upgrading of various breeds and crossbred groups to Holstein as described by Koonawootrittrirorn et al. (2009). Breeds represented in various fractions in the population are Holstein, Thai Native, Sahiwal, Red Dane, Red Sindhi, Brahman, Brown Swiss and Jersey (Ritsawai et al., 2014). The initial crossbreeding of native cattle to various breeds and the subsequent upgrading to Holstein aimed at improving milk production. The Holstein percentage ranged from 38% to 100%; 90% of cows in the population were 87.5% Holstein and above. All animals in the population had some Holstein fraction (86.8 ± 11.9% Holstein, range 12.5–100% Holstein). Thus, the Holstein fraction was utilized to define genetic groups and accounted for population stratification in data analyses here.

Phenotypes and SNP genotypes were from 1305 first-lactation cows raised on 188 farms located in Central (797 cows), Northern (223 cows) and Southern Thailand (285 cows). These cows were the progeny of 291 sires and 1192 dams and there were 12,835 animals from four generations in the pedigree file. Pedigree and performance data collected by staff from the Dairy Farming Promotion Organization of Thailand were edited for erroneous information and the remaining data were used for data analyses.

Traits were milk yield per lactation (MY), initial yield (IY), peak yield (PY), persistency (PS) and age at first calving (AFC). The lactation characteristics (IY, PY and PS) and MY of individual cows were estimated using a gamma function with monthly test-day records (Wood, 1967). The gamma function was \( y_t = a^b e^{-ct} \), where \( y_t \) is the daily milk yield at time \( t \), \( a \) is the average daily milk yield at the beginning of the lactation, \( b \) is the rate of increase in daily milk yield before the peak yield and \( c \) is the rate of decrease in daily milk yield after the peak yield. Traits were computed as follows: IY = a, PY = (b/c)c0 e−b, PS = c−(b−1), MY = \( \sum_{t=1}^{305} y_t \) and AFC = number of days from birth to first calving (Seangjun et al., 2009). Descriptive statistics for all traits are shown in Table 1.

Cows were artificially inseminated at the second or third observed estrus. Cows in all regions were kept in open barns and milked twice a day. The first milking was in the morning (0500 h) and the second one in the afternoon (1500 h). Feeding was based on concentrate (1 kg of concentrate per 2 kg of milk), and fresh grass (30–40 kg/d). Seasons were classified as winter (November–February), summer (March–June) and rainy (July–October).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait (kg)</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MY</td>
<td>1282</td>
<td>4368.37</td>
<td>1099.64</td>
<td>1413.00</td>
<td>9073.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IY (kg)</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>28.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY (kg)</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>4.21</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>36.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>6.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>11.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC (mth)</td>
<td>1297</td>
<td>30.97</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>62.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genotypic data

Blood samples were collected from cows for DNA extraction using a MasterPure™ DNA Purification Kit (Epicentre®; Madison, WI, USA). The quality of the DNA samples was measured using a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop™ 2000; Thermo Scientific; Wilmington, DE, USA). A total of 1255 cows were genotyped with GeneSeek Genomic Profiler low-density bead chips (GGP-LD; 8810 SNP) and 50 cows were genotyped with GeneSeek Genomic Profiler high-density bead chips (GGP-HD; 76,883 SNP; GeneSeek, Lincoln, NE, USA). SNPs with call rates lower than 90%, minor allele frequencies lower than 0.01 and p values for a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium lower than 0.0001 were excluded from statistical analyses. The final set of SNP markers consisted of 8096 SNPs present in both the GGP-LD and GGP-HD chips. SNP positions within chromosomes were based on the bovine genome assembly build 61 (http://BovineGenome.org).

Genome-wide association analysis

The QXPAK5 software (Perez-Enciso and Misztal, 2011) was used to perform single-trait GWAS for MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC using the mixed linear model shown in equation (1):

\[
y_{ijklm} = HYS_i + b_1(BF) + b_2(AFC) + SNP_j + Anim_k + e_{ijklm} \quad (1)
\]

where \( y_{ijklm} \) was a record for MY, IY, PS or AFC, \( HYS_i \) is the contemporary group defined as herd-year-season subclass (1–698), \( BF \) is the fraction of breeds other than Holstein, AFC is the age at first calving, \( SNP_j \) is the difference between the effects of alleles A and B in locus j, \( Anim_k \) is the random effect of animal k and \( e_{ijklm} \) is the random residual term. Age at first calving was excluded from the model when analyzed as a trait. The significance of the association between SNP and trait phenotypes was evaluated using a likelihood ratio test. The output of the QXPAK5 program provided a likelihood ratio and a p value for each SNP. The threshold p value used here to assign significance was 0.00001, which was more stringent than the smallest p value of 0.00011 used by Bolormaa et al. (2011).

False positives were accounted for by using the false discovery rate (FDR). The FDR controls the expected fraction of false positives (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) rather than the probability of a single false discovery controlled by family-wise error rate procedures such as the Bonferroni correction. The FDR was computed for each trait at the threshold \( p \)-value of 0.00001 using the ratio of \( p(1-s) \) divided by \( s(1-p) \), where \( p \) is the defined probability threshold (0.00001) and \( s \) is the proportion of SNPs that were significant at the defined threshold (number of significant SNPs divided by total number of SNPs) as described by Bolormaa et al. (2011). Subsequently, the number of true positives was computed as the product of the number of significant SNPs at the threshold value times (1 − FDR) for each trait. The NCBI database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene?term=gene) and the Gene Cards Human Gene Database (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene) were used to obtain the names and functions of genes associated to the nearest significant SNP. Genes in the NCBI database located in close proximity to significant SNPs for MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC were identified using the R package Map2NCBI (Hanna and Riley, 2014). This program identified these genes using the “GetGeneList” and “MapMarkers” functions.
The top-ten significant SNPs markers located less than 2.5 kb (nearest) to the genes were used for the gene function studies of each trait (Fortes et al., 2010). Distances between SNPs lower than 2.5 kb had linkage disequilibrium values higher than 0.515 in this Thai multibreed dairy population (Laodim et al., 2015). Thus, genes associated with these top-ten SNPs (<2.5 kb) were considered as candidate genes for genetic improvement of lactation characteristics, milk yield and age at first calving in a Thai multibreed dairy cattle population.

Additionally, the genetic correlation analysis for MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC used the ASREML software (Gilmour et al., 2009).

The qqman package (Turner, 2014) was used for creating Manhattan plots from GWAS results. Manhattan plots present −log10 (p values) for all SNP markers evaluated across the genome. The p values were plotted in genomic order by chromosome and position within the chromosome (x-axis). The value on the y-axis represented the −log10 of the p value (Turner, 2014).

Results and discussion

The final set of SNP markers (8096 SNPs) covered the region of genome 2653.30 Mb and their distribution varied among the chromosomes. Chromosome 1 had most SNPs (341) while chromosome 28 had the fewest SNPs (142). The average minor allele frequency across chromosomes was 0.37, and the range was from 0.01 to 0.5. This indicated variation in the allele frequency among the SNPs in this population. Genomic variation of cattle in this multibreed dairy population differed from those reported in other countries (The Bovine HapMap Consortium, 2009; Perez O’Brien et al., 2014; Laodim et al., 2015).

Genome-wide association studies are important for identifying genome regions that influence traits of interest (Hayes and Goddard, 2010; Meredith et al., 2012), increasing the accuracy of genomic predictions (Zhang et al., 2015) and identifying candidate genes associated with SNP markers (Fortes et al., 2010). The number of significant SNP markers associated with lactation characteristics, milk yield and age at first calving of cattle in this Thai multibreed dairy population were different (Fig. 1). The numbers of significant SNP and false discovery rates for each trait at the threshold value of p < 0.00001 are shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the top-ten SNPs (the SNPs with the 10 lowest p values) that are associated with MY, IY, PY, PS and AFC, their chromosome location and their nearest genes in the NCBI database, which derived from Map2NCBI (Hanna and Riley, 2014).

Milk yield

The number of SNP markers associated with MY was 75 (p < 0.00001; Table 2). The top-ten significant SNP markers were nearest (less than 2.5 kb) to the UFL1, RALY, ADAMTS8, CACNB2, HMGC51, LAMA4, ZNF618, IDE, AGX7L2 and TMEM132C genes (Table 3). The functions of these genes can be classified into five categories. First are the protein-coding genes related to enzyme function traits of interest (Hayes and Goddard, 2010). Second, the gene related to RNA and nucleotide binding is RALY (RALY RNA binding protein-like; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=UFL1). Third are genes for transport including CACNB2 (calcium channel, voltage-dependent, or beta 2 subunit; Meissner et al., 2011; 1055-1060.ential anticarcinogenic agents ) and KCNA2 (potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related subfamily, member 2; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=KCNA2) which are related to high voltage-gated calcium and potassium channel activity, especially calcium which is a critical component in milk. Fourth are genes associated with immune response including TLR3 (toll-like receptor 3; Oviedo-Boysio et al., 2007) and LOC100299770 (60 kDa heat shock protein; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/100299770), which in cows may be stimulated from within or outside the body and may affect milk production. The last category is genes involved in eukaryotic cellular processes such as LOC529930 (E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase MGRN1-like) which may be related to cell proliferation in the breast for milk production (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/529930). LOC100848744 is a protein-coding gene of unknown function.

Significant associations between these top-ten genes and MY have not been reported in other dairy populations. Interestingly, the DGA11 gene on chromosome 14 (associated with intestinal fat absorption and regulation of plasma triacylglycerol concentration and energy metabolism in muscle) that was reported to have a significant association with MY in several dairy populations (Jiang et al., 2010; 1055; Meredith et al., 2012; Raven et al., 2014) was not found to be close to any SNPs significantly associated with MY in this population.

The additional genes found to be associated with MY in many dairy populations are PPARGCA1, TC and PRLR (Struczen et al., 2011) and ASL, AVP, BOLA-DMB, CACNA1D, CAST, CD14, CPSF1, DEPCD7, DSC2, DTX2, DZIP3, FAMSC, GOLC44, HSID1787, IBSP, MARVELD1, M54A8B, NLRP9, PARM1, PGR, TDRKH, TSHB and TXN2 (Cochrane et al., 2013). Of all these genes, only PPARGCA1 and DSC2 were identified here. However, neither the SNP marker close to the PPARGCA1 gene nor the one close to the DSC2 gene were significantly associated with MY in this population.

Initial yield

There were 102 SNP markers associated with IY (p < 0.00001; Table 2). The top-ten significant SNPs were nearest (less than 2.5 kb) to the ZMAT4, REEP1, GRM7, SCFD2, EEFIG1, TDRD9, DYSF and C13H20orf196 genes and near the TREM1 and C9H6orf162 genes (Table 3). The functions of these genes can be classified into seven categories. The first category includes genes related to DNA and zinc ion binding (ZMAT4 [zinc finger, matrin-type 4]). Zinc helps to control processes that permit the body to perform efficiently and assist with the maintenance of enzymes and cells (Frederickson et al., 2000). Zinc is also important to heal wounds in cows resulting from calving (Goff and Stabel, 1990). The second category is genes that are related to the nervous system (REEP1 [receptor accessory protein 1]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=REEP1) and GRM7 (glutamate receptor, metabotropic 7) genes, and are involved in brain function and enhancement of cell surface expression of odorant receptors (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=GRM7). These olfactory senses are important for stimulating appetite in cows which could affect feed intake and milk yield. The third category consists of genes involved in protein transport (SCFD2 [sec1 family domain containing 2]), that are essential for moving oxygen and carbon dioxide, such as hemoglobin in red blood cells which are important to keep the body functioning normally (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=SCFD2). The fourth category includes a gene that encodes for a multifunctional protein that is present in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (EEFIG1 [eukaryotic translation elongation factor 1 epsilon 1]); http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=EEFIG1). The fifth category


related to ATP-binding RNA helicase which plays a central role during spermatogenesis by repressing transposable elements and preventing their mobilization, which is essential for the germline integrity (∼TDRD9 [tudor domain containing 9]; Han and Penagaricano, 2016). The sixth category is involved in the formation of new muscle fibers (regeneration) and in inflammation (∼DYSF [dyserlin]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=DYSF). The seventh category contains genes involved in the stimulation of neutrophil and monocyte-mediated inflammatory responses (∼TREM1 [triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 1]) that protect cows against infections and diseases that may occur during the postpartum period (Moyes et al., 2009). Other genes including C13H20orf196 and C9H6orf162 have unknown functions.

**Peak yield**

In total, 145 SNP markers were associated with PY (p < 0.00001; Table 2). The top-ten significant SNPs were nearest (less than 2.5 kb) to the RGL1, CCDC141, DPY19L1, LOC787329, C13H20orf94, BRP44, LOC100847667, MNS1, KCNH5 and OR1J2 genes (Table 3).

---

**Table 2**

Number of significant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and false discovery rate (FDR) for milk yield (MY), initial yield (IY), peak yield (PY), persistency (PS) and age at first calving (AFC) at the significance threshold value (p < 0.00001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Number of significant SNP markers</th>
<th>FDR (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MY</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IY</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PY</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFC</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These genes can be categorized into six groups. First are genes that are associated with protein and nucleotide binding (RGL1 [ral guanine nucleotide dissociation stimulator-like 1]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=RGL1 and CCDC141 [uncharacterized LOC530799; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=CCDC141]. Second are protein-coding genes related to transferase activity and transferring glycosyl groups (DPY19L1 [dpy-19-like 1]; Hansen et al., 2015). Third are genes involved in pyruvate transmembrane transporter activity (BRP44 [brain protein 44 or mitochondrial pyruvate carrier 2]), which are essential for energy balance at the peak of the lactation (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/?term=brp44+or+syntax). The processing of energy in the body is important to indicate how well a cow responds to feeding and management during the dry, calving, and early lactation periods (Patton et al., 2007). Fourth are genes controlling meiotic division and germ cell differentiation through regulation of pairing and recombination during meiosis (MNS1 [meiosis-specific nuclear structural 1]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=MNS1). Fifth are genes related to regulation of neurotransmitters and hormone release, cardiac function, and cell volume (KCNH5 [potassium, calcium-activated, voltage-gated subfamily h, member 5]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=KCNH5). Sixth are genes related to the nervous system that are involved in the control of the eukaryotic cell cycle, cell division and neuronal response initiating smell perception (OR1J2 [olfactory receptor, family 1, subfamily j, member 2]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=OR1J2). These genes may also increase the number of udder cells during the PY period (Capuco et al., 2001), and affect cow response to feeding during dry, calving, and early lactation periods (Patton et al., 2007). The LOC787529, C13H20orf94 and LOC100847667 genes are protein-coding genes of unknown function. LOC100848818 (60S ribosomal protein L9-like) is a pseudo gene in Bos taurus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/100848818).
There were 74 SNP markers associated with PS ($p < 0.00001$; Table 2). The top-ten SNP markers were nearest (less than 2.5 kb) to the 
PITRBP, DY5F, LOC100848808, MYOM2, GRIA1, LOC100847951, SL7A14, REEP1 and NT5DC1 genes and near the C9H60f118 gene (Table 3). The function of these genes can be classified into five categories. First are genes involved in cellular processes [PITRBP (protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, B)] that are important for the maintenance and development of cells (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=PITRBP). Second are genes that are associated with muscle structure [DY5F (dysferlin, limb girdle muscular dystrophy 2B); http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=DY5F] and MYOM2 (myomesin [M-protein 2, 165 kDa]; Moreno-Sanches et al., 2010). Third are genes related to predominant excitatory neurotransmitter receptors in the mammalian brain (GRIA1 [glutamate receptor, ionotropic, ampA 1]; Cushman et al., 2013). Fourth are genes involved in arginine transport (SL7A14 [solute carrier family 7, member 14]) that are important for cell division, the healing of wounds, removing ammonia from the body, immune functions, and the release of growth hormone (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=SL7A14) and MYOM2 (myomesin [M-protein 2, 165 kDa]; Moreno-Sanches et al., 2010). Fifth are genes that enhance the cell surface expression of odorant receptors (REEP1 [receptor accessory protein 1]). These genes were among the top-ten genes associated with IY. The protein-coding genes LOC100848808, LOC100847951, NT5DC1 and C9H60f118 have unknown functions.

Age at first calving

In total 24 SNP markers were associated with AFC ($p < 0.00001$; Table 2). The top-ten SNP markers were nearest (less than 2.5 kb) to the TRPC5, ZMPSTE24, MNS1, CHIC1, FL0T2, MAP3K15, SL7A12, XLTL1 and CADM2 genes and near to the PPP1R32 gene (Table 3). The function of these genes can be categorized into seven groups. The first group comprises genes related to cell development and ion transportation (TRPC5 [transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily C, member 5]; Howard et al., 2014) and a signal transduction pathway that is activated by various cell stresses and leads to apoptosis (MAP3K15 [mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 15]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=MAP3K15). In addition, the TRPC5 gene also influences sensory transduction, brain processing and calcium signalling (Kaczmarek, 2010). The second group encompasses protein-coding genes (ZMPSTE24 [zinc metallopeptidase] related to enzymes that cut other proteins, and may play a role in regulating the activity of certain genes (http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=ZMPSTE24). The third group contains genes that control meiotic division and germ cell differentiation (MNS1 [meiosis-specific nuclear structural 1]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=MNS1). The fourth group involves protein-coding genes related to protein binding (FL0T2 [flootlin 2]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=FL0T2) and PPP1R32 (protein phosphatase 1, regulatory subunit 32; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=PPP1R32). The fifth group is involved in the transport of the cationic amino acids (SL7A12 [solute carrier family 7 cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system, member 2]; Forde et al., 2013).

The sixth group is important for biosynthesis of chondroitin sulphate and dermatan sulphate proteoglycans in fibroblasts and chondrocytes (XYLTL1 [xylosyl transferase]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=XYLTL1). The seventh group is important for synapse organization, providing regulated trans-synaptic adhesion (CADM2 [cell adhesion molecule 2]; http://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=CADM2). The gene CHIC1 (cysteine-rich hydophobic domain 1) has unknown functions.

The three largest numbers of SNPs significantly associated with all traits within individual chromosomes were 32 (chromosomes 20), 28 (chromosome 9), and 18 (chromosome 16). This differed from the Brown Swiss cattle breed in Sweden, in which the greatest number of SNP associations between dairy production, fertility and conformation traits was found on chromosome 25 (Guo et al., 2012). While bovine chromosome 14 has been widely studied for its large number of QTL associated with economically important traits (Wibowo et al., 2008), only 10 SNP markers were associated with the traits in the current population.

Genes influencing more than one trait are likely to be the main source of genetic correlations between traits. Of the 368 SNP markers significantly associated with traits here, 54 (14.75%) were associated with two traits and 312 (85.25%) with only one trait, and all but one of the 54 SNPs were associated with two traits that affected MY and lactation characteristics (2 SNPs with MY and IY, 17 SNPs with MY and PY, 13 SNPs with IY and PY, 20 SNPs with IY and PS, and 1 SNP with PY and AFC). These SNP marker-trait associations were agreement with genetic correlations estimated in this Thai population (Table 4), supporting the possible existence of pleiotropic effects of the genes associated with these SNP markers and traits in this study. Furthermore, the numbers of SNPs associated with pairs of traits were also roughly associated with the value or significance of both of the estimated genetic correlation. In particular, the estimates of genetic correlation between MY and PY (0.70; $p < 0.00001$) were associated with 17 SNPs, between IY and PY (0.42; $p < 0.00001$) with 13 SNPs and between IY and PS ($-$0.28; $p < 0.00001$) with 20 SNPs.

The likelihood of having the same set of significant SNPs in different populations would be rather small (Chamberlain et al., 2012) and this was supported by the fact that many of the SNPs found to be significantly associated with dairy traits in this population have not been reported elsewhere. Similarly, different sets of significant SNPs and associated genes were found to be important in other populations in temperate regions. Raven et al. (2014) found that the number of significant SNPs differed between Holstein and Jersey cows and the fraction of significant SNPs in common was low (4.7%, 6.9%, 6.3%, 38.9% and 27.3% for fat, milk, protein, and % fat and % protein, respectively). Further, no significant SNPs in common existed between these two breeds for calving interval. Differences in breed composition between the Thai population (multibreed Bos taurus-Bos indicus with a major Holstein component) and dairy populations in other studies (mostly purebred Bos taurus) as well as differences in environmental conditions (such as tropical versus temperate) likely influenced the sets of genes found to be associated with dairy traits in each case. The tropical environmental conditions in Thailand may have affected the expression of genes.
controlling the syntheses of proteins and enzymes influencing dairy biological processes differently from animals in temperate environments. Natural and artificial selection pressures may have favored a somewhat different set of genes associated with lactation characteristics, MY and AFC in these dairy cattle populations. Identification and evaluation of biologically relevant sets of genes under prevalent regional environmental conditions would help increase the accuracy and effectiveness of dairy cattle selection in Thailand. Selection programs in Thailand would need to target SNPs and genes found to be associated with dairy traits under local environmental conditions. Additional research will need to be conducted to explain biological relationships between genes found to be near significant SNPs and their associated traits. Understanding the biological function of specific genes and their role in physiological pathways will help to identify and predict the impact of selecting animals with specific sets of genes on future generations under Thai environmental conditions.

Implications

The genetic improvement of Thai dairy cows for lactation characteristics, milk yield, and age at first calving could be aided by selecting animals with SNP markers found to be highly associated with genes influencing these traits. The identified SNPs could be included in new genotyping chips targeting upgraded Holstein dairy cows kept under tropical conditions not only within Thailand but also in other tropical countries. Future research would need to compare the accuracy of genomic predictions of these tropically targeted genotyping chips with the accuracy of generic, commercially available, low and high density genotyping chips.
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